
Fill in the gaps

Too Funky by George Michael

I am not trying to  (1)____________  you

Would you like me to seduce you

Is that what you're trying to  (2)________  me

You're ready

Hey, you're just too funky for me

I gotta get inside of you

And I'll show you Heaven if you let me

Hey, you're just too funky for me

I gotta get inside (I gotta get inside)

I gotta get inside of you (so  (3)________  will that be)

I watch your fingers working overtime (overtime)

I got to thinking that they should be mine

I'd love to see you naked baby

I'd like to think that sometime maybe

Tonight

If that's all right, yeah

Hey, you're just too funky for me

I gotta get inside of you (won't let you go)

Won't let you, no, no

Hey, you're  (4)________  too funky for me

I gotta get inside (I  (5)__________  get inside)

I gotta get inside of you (I'll let you love me)

I  (6)__________  you drinking and I take my time

I watch you  (7)______________  all  (8)________  cheap red

wine

I've got to see you naked baby

I'd like to think that  (9)________________  maybe

Tonight

My goal's in sight, yeah

Baby, baby, baby why do you do this to me

Won't let you go (won't let you go)

You're  (10)________  a, you're  (11)________  a

Baby, baby, baby why do you do this to me

I've got to know (I've got to know)

(I'm gonna be the kind of lover that you never had)

Hey, you're  (12)________  too funky

(You're never gonna have another lover in  (13)________ 

bed)

You're just too funky for me

Would you like me to  (14)____________  you

Is that what you're trying to tell me

Everybody wants a lover like that

Baby

Everybody  (15)__________  a lover like that

Yeah, yeah

Everybody  (16)__________  a lover  (17)________  that

(everybody, everybody)

Everybody wants a lover  (18)________  that

Is that what you're trying to tell me

Everybody wants a lover

Everybody  (19)__________  a  (20)__________  like that

Everybody  (21)__________  a lover

Everybody wants a lover like that

Everybody wants a lover

Everybody  (22)__________  a lover like that

Everybody wants a lover

Everybody wants a lover like that

Would you like me to seduce you

You're such a, you're  (23)________  a

Would you like me to seduce you

Yeah, yeah

Would you like me to seduce you

You're such a, you're such a

Yeah, yeah

Would you  (24)________  playing  (25)________  

(26)________  radio of yours

I'm  (27)____________  to get to sleep
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. seduce

2. tell

3. when

4. just

5. gotta

6. watch

7. sinking

8. that

9. sometime

10. such

11. such

12. just

13. your

14. seduce

15. wants

16. wants

17. like

18. like

19. wants

20. lover

21. wants

22. wants

23. such

24. stop

25. with

26. that

27. trying
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